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NUMBERS OF 0.7 TO 1.3

By Robert O. Piland and Leonard

AT MACH

w. Putland

The zero-lift drag characteristics of seven nose shapes on a slender
body of revolution have been determined in free flight between Mach num-
bers of 0.7 and 1.3 corresponding to Reynolds nunibers,based on body

length, of 6 x 106 and 11 x 106, respectively. The nose shapes tested
consisted of a spherical segment, a flat face with a sharp shoulder, a
flat face with a rounded shoulder, 30° and 40° total-angle cones, and
a spherical segment with each of two different-length spikes projecting
upstream from the center of the nose.

The flat nose with the rounded shoulder was found to have consider-
ably less stisonic drag than the flat nose with the sharp shoulder. This
beneficial effect deteriorates at transonic speeds and disappears at
supersonic speeds. Both flat noses have considerably higher drag than
the spherical segment at supersonic speeds. The 30° and 40° conical
noses were found to have somewhat lower drag than the spherical segment
at a Mach mxiber of 1.3 but the differences–
to the spherical segment had no appreciable
range tested.

INTRODUCTION

are small. ‘Add@ a s~ike
effect for the Ma;h n~er

Conventional slender nose shapes have been found undesirable for
use with certain proposed missiles due to the optical requirements of
the guidance systems. Consequently, effort has been directed toward the
study of the aerodynamic characteristics of blunt nose shapes (refs. 1
to 6). During these studies, hprovement of blunt-nose characteristics
has been attempted by modifications to the nose. These modifications
have most often taken the form of spikes protruding upstream from the
center of the nose. Investigations, except those in free flight (refs. 1
and 5), have been conducted at Mach nrmibersabove 1.6. Since missiles
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which might use blunt shapes, with or without modifications, will oper-
ate through a range of Mach numbers, the drag characteristics of these
shapes are of interest at lower speeds for the purpose of performance

—
w

estimation.

fi addition to their use for missiles, blunt shapes are being con-
.

sidered in the design of btis, in order to-avoid difficulties in
launching from high-speed aircraft and in an attempt to reduce dispersion.

With these points in mind, the Langlqy Pilotless Aircraft Research
Division has tested a limited nuaiberof nose shapes in the Mach nuniber
range of 0.7 to 1.3 to supplement the aforementioned higher speed data.
Drag data have been obtained for seven nose shapes on a fin-stabilized
body of revolution in free flight. Reynolds nunt)ersof the tests, based -

on body length, were 6 x ld to 11 x 106 corresponding to Mach nunibers
from 0.7
Aircraft

The
1 to 7.
except 3
iS shown
face, as
and 4.50
in table

The

to 1.3. The tests were conducted at the Langley Pilotless
Research Station, Wallops’Island, Va. using the helium gun.

MODELS AND TESTS

seven nose shapes tested are shown in figure 1 and are ntmibered
Nose shape 1 is shown on the test body. All.other nose shapes
were also tested on this body. The test body for nose shape 3
in the figure also. This nose shape has the sane diameter, flat .
mdel 2, but the test body was nmdified between stations l.~~
as can be seen in the figure. Model ordinates are presented
1. --

models were constructed of mahogany with 24S-T aluminum-alloy
bases. Three equally spaced fins, locati-d&s shown in figure 1, sta--
bilized the models in flight. All models were finished smoothly with
clear lacquer. Photographs of the models are shown in figure 2, with
the exception of model 3 for which no photograph is available. The
models were fired from a heiium gun (ref. 7) and attained a peak Mach
number of 1.3. During the coasting period that followed, a continuous
velocity record was obtained by means of a C’WDoppler radar. Atmospheric
conditions were obtained by means of a radiosonde. A trajectory was cal-
culated from the velocity-time record which in turn gave the variation
of altitude and flight-path angle with time. Deceleration of the model
was determined by differentiation of the velocity-time curve. With this
information, used in conjunction with atmospheric data, the drag coeffi-
cient of the model may be calculated as follows:

%= - &(a + g sin Y)

- .--,-r.
,--
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w weight of nmdel, lb

15 acceleration due to gravi~, 32 ft/sec2

s maximum frontal area, sq ft

~ -C pressure, *W, lb/sq ft

a acceleration, ft/i3ec2

Y flight-path angle, deg

The accuracy of the tests is believed ta be within the following
limits:

cl).. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ● . . . .*O.01

M . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .*O.01

Test conditions as indicated by the variation of Reynolds number with
Mach number are presented in figure 3. Reynolds nznibersare based on
body length.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Drag coefficients for models 1, 2, and 3, based on maximum frontal
area, are presented in figure k for Mach nunibersfrom 0.7 to 1.26. AS
expected, model 1 has the lowest drag of all three models. Removing the
spherical segment (model 2) results in a large increase in drag which
can be associated in part with a separated region on the forward part of
the nose. A spark photograph in reference 8 shows this separated region
very graphically. Modifying the nose shape of model 2 by the rounding
of a shoulder (model 3) is seen to have considerable effect. This rounded
shoulder was obtained by modi~g the forebody aft of the flat face while
retaining the same-diameter flat face on model 3 as on model 2. At lower
subsonic speeds model 3 has the ssme drag as model 1, indicating elimina-
tion of the separated region. At transonic speeds, the beneficial effects
of the rounded shoulder decrease smd, above a Mach number of 1.13, the
pressure drag on the rounded shoulder itself causes the drag of model 3
to be even greater than that of model 2. As mentioned above, the dism-
eters of the flat faces of models 2 and 3 were the same. This diameter
was kept constant so that the two models could house the same-size seeker
lens. If, in a particular case, it is not necessary to keep the diameter
con~tant, both subsonic and supersonic benefits may be effected by rounding
the shoulder and reducing the amount of flat area. The forebody radii wilJ
then decrease for several stations aft of the flat face.
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Since the subsonic benefits of the shoulder are so large, data from
another investigation, partially reported in reference 1, are shown in
figure 7. The very shnilar results for these shapes on a different test <
body tend to confirm the present findings. As mentioned in the intro&uc- ‘~
tion, consideration is being given to the use of bomlshapes with flat
noses. These data indicate that with a mininnm of modification the drag *

of a flat nose could be reduced considerably at subsonic speeds. Empha-
sis is placed here on the bonibrather than the missile since this speed
range is probably of more importance to bonibdesigners than missile
designers.

Figure 6 presents the drag coefficients for the spherical segment
—

(model 1) and the 30° (model 4) and 4@ (model 5) conical-nose models.
The coefficients at Mach number 1.25 are in the expected order. Model 4
seems to be reaching its peak drag at a lower Mach nuniberthan model 5.
This is consistent with the relative Mach numbers for shock attachment
on the two cones.

The drag coefficients for models 1, 6, and 7 are presented in fig-
ure 7. References 2, 3, and 4 have shown mibstantial reductions in drag
to be effected by the addition of a spike ahead of a spherical se~nt
for Mach nunibersas low as 1.6. The present tests, however, indicate

—

the spike to have a negligible effect at Mach nunibersof 1.3 or lower.
—

Reference 3 also shows a decreasing beneficial effect with decreasing
Mach nmiber. In addition, reference 3 shows that, for an optimum spike
length, the drag was about the same as that of a 42° total-angle cone for
the Mach n@er range tested (1.76 to 2.10). If this holds true at the ●

lower Mach nunbers, large,benefits could not be expect&d from the spike ‘
since the drag of the conical nose of 4@ augle is not greatly lower than
that of the spherical segment alone. Zhis aan be seenby referring to

.

figure 6 where the drag of the 4@ conical-nose model is compared with
that of the model with the spherical-se~nt nose.

CONCLUDING REMARKS

Seven nose shapes have been tested in free fli@t-on a fin-stabilized
body, and drag data have been obtained between Mach nu@ers of 0.7 and 1.3,
corresponding to Reynolds nmnbers of 6 x 106 and 11 x 106, based on body
length. The nose shapes are a spherical segment, a flat face with a sharp
shoulder, a flat face of similar area with a rounded shoulder, 3CP and
40° total-angle cones, and a spherical se@nent with each of two different- .-
length spikes. The following observations were made from the tests:

1. The large subsonic and transonic drag penalty occasionedby the
a

removal of a spherical segment, leaving a flat face, may be greatly
reduced by rounding the sharp shoulder. — ...-—
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2. At a Mach number of 1.2, 30°, and 40° conical nose shapes have
only slightly less drag than the spherical-se~ent nose shape.

3= Wk- PrOtting Upstre= froma spherical-segment nose have
negligible beneficial effect for the Mach ntier range tested.

.

Langley Aeronautical Laboratory,
National Advisory Committee for Aeronautics,

Langley Field, Va., January 12, 1954.
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TABLE I.- BOIYYORDINATES OF MODELS AITIOF STATION 1.53

Dimensions are ininche~
L

Models 1, 2, and 4 to 7

Station

1.530
L 722
2.095
2.469
4.157
4.500
13.00
15.00

Radius

0.300
.324
.363
● 391
.494
.Wo
● ~o
.360

L

Model 3

Station Radius

:.;;: 0.300
.42o

4:157 .454
4.5(X3 .500
13.00 .500
15.00 .360

L

.

—
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Figure 1.- Sketch of mdels tested,
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(a) Models 1, 6, and 7.
L-80396

Figure 2.- Photographs of fiels. .’
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(b) Md~s 2, 4, and 5.
L-80397

Figure 2.- Concluded.
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Figure 4.- Drag coefficients of models 1, 2, and 3.
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Figure 6.- Drag coefficients for models 1,,4, and 7.
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Figure 7.- Drag coefficients for “rnbdels1, 6, and 7.
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